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Theory, History and Context 
• Law governing decision-making → represents interface between 3 powers of government 

- Legislature: legislative decisions subject to administrative law are the decisions to make 

subordinate legislation - these are in fact delegated legislative decisions made by the 

Governor/Governor-General or a Minister when specifically so authorised by the legislature, 

and usually take the form of decisions to make regulations, by-laws, or other legislative 

instruments 

- Executive: these decisions are taken by the Governor or Governor-General, Ministers, public 

servants or public bodies, usually authorised by a particular statute, but sometimes taken 

under the prerogative 

- Judiciary: these are decisions of judges that may be reviewed for error of law by a superior 

court, as opposed to appeals from judicial decisions 

• Purpose is to serve citizens adversely affected by decisions made by governmental authorities 

and certain judicial decisions 

• Overseeing legality of decisions made by 3 arms of govt 

• Applies only to govt decision making – not private sector → exceptions relate to natural justice 

• The relationship between government and the community is complex and multi-faceted.   

• Given this complexity, no single theory of admin law can adequately explain the legal 

accountability and responsibility of government 

• There are four (main) theoretical dimensions underlying the operation of administrative law: 

1. Administrative law theory as series of dichotomies 

- Theories of admin law reflect different assumptions about the role of government and how 

the exercise of governmental power should be controlled 

2. Accountability 

3. Historical foundations of Australian admin law 

4. Public/private divide in admin law 

Dichotomies in administrative law theory 

• Judicial regulation vs legislative/executive autonomy 

- Debate is often cast as clash of values or styles between judicial activism or overreach, as 

against executive antagonism to judicial scrutiny  

- ‘The Mason Court’ period 1987-95 described as ‘incomparably activist’, ‘composed of judicial 

legislators’ by other appellate judges to Pierce study → the Court shifted its institutional 

focus away from simply resolving legal disputes to making policy that addressed some of 

country’s most controversial issues 

- High Court’s decision in Teoh that intl treaty, although not implemented in domestic 

legislation, could give rise to legitimate expectation which, if not met, would invalidate 

decision for breach of natural justice → condemned by government as exceeding court’s 

proper role and legislated to overturn rule BUT welcomed by commentators 

• Intervention vs restraint: red light/green light 

- Taggart: 

▪ Red light theorists: stop collectivist State from redistributing wealth and interfering with 

personal liberty, focused on controlling State power 

▪ Green lighters: use law to facilitate State to regulate, redistribute and provide services 

▪ Amber light: conceded desirability for exercise of public power but argue reliance on 

traditional political techniques for promoting accountability and control inadequate → 

forms of political control need to be buttressed by legal control 
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Foundation Concepts of Judicial Review 
Judicial review in context 

• JR involves court deciding whether decision-maker breached specific ground of review in making 

a decision 

• Grounds of review set legal standards against which authority and actions of a decision-maker 

are judged 

Judicial review – concept and scope 

• Core notion in JR – court examines whether executive agency of govt contravened law to 

detriment of person or corporation 

• R v Anderson; Ex parte Ipec-Air Pty Ltd: 

- Kitto J: 

▪ Discretion allowed by statute to holder of an office is intended to be exercised according 

to rules of reason and justice, not according to private opinion; according to law, and not 

humour, and within those limits within which an honest man, competent to discharge 

the duties of his office, ought to confine himself 

▪ Court, while claiming no authority to dictate decision that ought to be made in exercise 

of such a discretion are in duty bound to declare invalid purported exercise of the 

discretion where proper limits not been observed 

▪ Court does not direct discretion be exercised in particular manner but confines itself to 

commanding officer by writ of mandamus to perform duty by exercising discretion 

according to law 

• Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko-Wallsend Ltd: 

- Mason J: 

▪ Not function of court to substitute own decision for that of administrator by exercising 

discretion which legislator has vested in administrator 

▪ Role is to set limits on exercise of that discretion and decision made within those 

boundaries cannot be impugned 

• Role for courts of fundamental or constitutional importance 

• Role is narrowly conceived to take account of separation of powers and other limitations on 

judicial method and perspective 

• Legality/merits distinction is convenient shorthand often employed to express scope and 

limitations of JR 

• JR, at least in its common law origin and setting, presumptively applies to all executive action 

• JR concerned only with integrity of administrative process, and not with award of damages or 

compensation for unlawful executive action 

• The legality/merits distinction – foundation cases 

- Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd v Wednesbury Corporation: 

▪ Facts: Sunday Entertainments Act 1932 (UK) provided licensed cinema could open on 

Sunday only with permission of local authority ‘subject to such conditions as authority 

think fit to impose’ 

▪ Pl company given permission by Wednesbury Corp subject to condition no children 

under 15 admitted to any entertainment whether accompanied by adult or not 

▪ Company sought declaration condition was invalid as unreasonable 

▪ Held: action dismissed 
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▪ Court can only interfere with act of executive authority if shown authority contravened 

the law 

▪ Court is not a court of appeal – when executive discretion entrusted by Parliament to 

such a body, law recognises certain principles upon which discretion must be exercised – 

but within four corners of those principles, discretion is absolute  

▪ Permissible grounds of attack cannot be defined under a single head – bad faith, 

dishonesty, unreasonableness, attention given to extraneous circumstances, disregard of 

public policy 

▪ Court is entitled to investigate action of local authority with view to seeing whether 

taken into account matters they ought not to take into account (according to statute 

conferring discretion) OR conversely, have refused to take into account or neglected to 

take into account 

▪ If does not obey those rules, may be said to acting unreasonably 

▪ Once that question answered in favour of local authority, may still be possible to say 

that, although local authority have kept within four corners of matters to which they 

ought to consider, have nevertheless come to conclusion so unreasonable that no 

reasonable authority could ever have come to it – court can interfere 

▪ Power of court to interfere is not as appellate authority to override decision but as 

judicial authority concerned with only whether local authority have contravened law by 

acting in excess of powers Parliament confided in them 

▪ Subject-matter with which condition deals is one relevant for its consideration 

- Chief Constable of the North Wales Police v Evans: 

▪ Purpose of JR is to ensure individual receives fair treatment and not to ensure that 

authority, after according fair treatment reaches on a matter which it is authorised by 

law to decide for itself a conclusion which is correct in eyes of the court 

▪ JR concerned, not with decision, but with decision-making process 

▪ Unless that restriction on power of court observed, court itself guilty if usurping power 

▪ JR not appeal from decision but review of manner in which decision made 

- Green v Daniels: 

▪ Facts: Green lodged application with Cth Employment Service to be paid unemployment 

benefit under s 107 Social Services Act 1947 (Cth) 

▪ S 107: a person who (a) has attained age of 16…;(b) is residing in Aust…; and (c) satisfied 

D-G he (i) is unemployed; (ii) is capable of undertaking, and is willing to undertake, work 

which in opinion of D-G is suitable to be undertaken by that person; and (iii) has taken 

reasonable steps to obtain such work, shall be qualified to receive unemployment 

benefit 

▪ Informed she would not quality for benefit until commence of next school year – based 

on policy devised by Director-General of Social Security and stated in Unemployment 

and Sickness Benefit Manual to be applied ‘as a general rule’ 

▪ Rationale was to guard against improper payment of benefit to school leavers who later 

decided to return to school 

▪ Green commenced proceedings in original jurisdiction of High Court, seeking declaration 

she was entitled to unemployment benefit from November 1976 and damages for 

negligent advice been given concerning her entitlement 

▪ Held: Decision to deny benefit invalid as policy routinely applied by CES officers 

conflicted with s 107 BUT not open to court to make declaration in terms sought by 

Green and application for damages also dismissed 

▪ Stephen J: 
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Natural Justice 
• Duty to accord natural justice, commonly referred to as obligation of procedural fairness: 

Plaintiff S157/2002 v Cth of Aust 

• HC affirmed breach of natural justice by Cth official warrants grant of a constitutional remedy 

under Constitution s 75(v) provided the error of law affects the exercise of the power: Re 

Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs; Ex parte Miah 

• Essence of natural justice is it stipulates standards of fair procedure to be observed in admin 

decision-making 

• 2 traditional elements: 

- Prior hearing rule: before decision made adversely affecting person’s right, interest or 

legitimate expectation, decision-maker must give person prior notice that decision may be 

made, information on which decision may be based and their right to make submission in 

reply 

- Bias rule: decision-maker must be free of any reasonable suspicion or apprehension of bias 

or preconception, arising from circumstances such as decision-maker’s financial or personal 

interests, prior expression of views or previous role in decision to be made 

• Other rules or obligations of natural justice – 2 common suggestions not endorsed 

authoritatively by HC: 

- Probative evidence rule: must be evidence of sufficient persuasiveness to support decision – 

close connection between obligation of decision-maker to be procedurally fair and to make 

findings based on evidence that are neither arbitrary nor irrational 

- Duty of inquiry: duty on decision-maker to initiate inquiry to obtain additional information to 

clarify gaps or discrepancies in information at hand 

• Ground of JR in ADJR Act: 

S 5(1)(a) that a breach of the rules of natural justice occurred in connection with the making of 

the decision 

• History of the doctrine 

- Ancient origin 

- Grounded in both common sense (John v Rees) and in deep-rooted notions of fair play: 

Cooper v Board of Works for the Wandsworth District 

- Legal obligation to accord natural justice applied initially only to courts, as aspect of their 

duty to act judicially 

- Obligation extended in 19th century in Cooper to local council in making decision affecting 

person’s property 

- Duty to accord natural justice could be implied from existence of power to affect rights of 

person – resurrected by House of Lords in Ridge v Baldwin – obligation there applied to 

admin body, policy authority, making decision to dismiss employee 

- Re Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs; Ex parte Miah: Common law rules of 

natural justice are taken to apply to the exercise of public power unless clearly excluded 

• Rationale for the doctrine 

- Fundamental tenet of good administration  

- Promote better decision-making by ensuring relevant information is before decision-maker 

- Procedural rigour involved in conducting hearing and projecting air of impartiality likely to 

make decision-maker more diligent and objective in reaching a decision 

- Whether full and impartial consideration of all relevant issues – more likely public 

confidence in decision-making process and correctness of decisions 

- Reflects basic notions of fairness and respect for human dignity 
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- Objectives must be balanced against practical demands of admin decision-making 

- To proceed otherwise would bring doctrine of natural justice into disrepute: McInnes v 

Onslow-Fane 

- Brennan J in Kioa v West: warns against over-judicialising the admin process 

- SZBEL v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs: What is 

required by procedural fairness is fair hearing, not fair outcome 

• When natural justice applies 

- Whether duty to accord natural justice: 

▪ Implication question: Is there implied duty to accord natural justice? 

▪ Exclusion question: Has legislature evinced intention to exclude obligation to observe 

one or other of requirements of natural justice? 

▪ Content question: What kind of hearing is required to be given? 

- Issue approached differently where: 

▪ Legislation can expressly impose obligation to accord natural justice 

▪ Strong presumption that natural justice applies to exercise of judicial power by court – 

similar presumption that obligation applies to any body created with trappings of a court 

e.g. AAT – required by statute to conduct a proceedings, to review a decision, to hear 

the parties and to operate in a manner that is fair and just (s 2A) → obliged to accord 

natural justice 

▪ But these do not resolve content question 

• Cooper v Board of Works for the Wandsworth District: 

- Cooper brought action for trespass against Board after demolished his house 

- Pleaded justified by s 76 of Act – could demolish if prior notice to build had not been given 

- Held invalid as not complied with natural justice 

- Erle CJ: 

▪ Although words of statute, taken in their literal sense, would create justification, powers 

granted are subject by that statute are subject to qualification that no man is to be 

deprived of his property without his having an opportunity of being heard 

▪ Power carrying with it enormous consequences; may be exercised perniciously 

▪ Limitation required by due consideration for the public interest 

▪ Board ought to have given notice to plf and to have allowed him to be heard 

• Ridge v Baldwin: 

- Ridge dismissed as Chief Constable of Police Force – allegations of corruption 

- Act: Watch committee may at any time suspend and dismiss any borough constable whom 

they think negligent in the discharge of his duty or otherwise unfit for the same 

- Held dismissal decision void as not been given prior notice of grounds on which committee 

proposed to act or an opportunity to be heard in his own defence 

- Lord Reid: 

▪ Officer cannot lawfully be dismissed without first telling him what is alleged against him 

and hearing his defence or explanation 

▪ Rule is not confined to conduct of strictly legal tribunals but is applicable to every 

tribunal or body of persons invested with authority to adjudicate upon matters involving 

civil consequences to individuals 

▪ Where minister or other organ of govt dealing with policy question or issues affecting 

community generally rather than individual specifically – might be inappropriate to apply 

obligation to accord natural justice 

• Jarratt v Commissioner of Police (NSW): 


